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Aqui-Live, AUSTRALIA
Australian Premium Mineral Water

Aqui-Live, nature’s finest bottled. This unique premium mineral water has been sequestered in the 
Paleolithic basement of Australia’s Mornington Peninsula for over 600 million years. During its 
2,000-year journey filtering through 900 meters of volcanic rock it becomes imbued with 23 of the 
essential 24 minerals. When it finally bubbles into the light, it has a purity of 0.008 mg/L nitrate, 
making it the purest mineral water in the world by far. 

Aqui-Live’s supreme purity and mineral content combines into an award winning taste profile, with 
both the Still and Gently Sparkling versions winning gold medals at the 2018 Fine Water Society’s  
International Taste Competition, an invitation only event pitting the best mineral waters of the world 
against each other. Aqui-Live’s dual gold medals were unprecedented especially considering this 
was its first year participating. 

The smooth, rich texture and hints of sweetness from the naturally balanced mineral content make 
every sip an experience, while the purity enhances the nuanced taste of any meal or beverage it 
accompanies instead of diluting the palate as lower quality water often does. It’s abundance, range, 
and balance of essential  minerals  is  unparalleled and these often-rare minerals  are the building 
blocks of cell functionality,  meaning that Aqui-Live not only hydrates but also replenishes. For 
life’s many adventures, whether at a restaurant, spa or gym, when only the best will do, the choice is 
perfectly clear. Aqui-Live.
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Aqui-Live, AUSTRALIA
Australian Premium Mineral Water

              
               
                                                       Aqui-Live Sparkling 750ml Glass Bottle                   Aqui-Live Still 750ml Glass Bottle

Contact:

Victor Mojica, Founder & CEO Bacchus USA
Victor@Bacchus-USA.com

(707) 439-5422

Frederik C. Holst, Founder, President Aqui-Live USA
frederik.c.holst@aqui-liveUSA.com

(+47) 45421715

John Brandon Quartararo, Founder, Vice President Aqui-Live USA
john.b.quartararo@aqui-liveUSA.com

(845) 392-7185
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